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Abstract: The fundamental understanding and prediction of liquid flow characteristics in microscale 7 
are important to control the performance of microfluidic devices. However, fundamental questions 8 
about liquid flow characteristics in microscale have not been settled yet and systematical investigation 9 
is needed. A systematical investigation on liquid flow characteristics through microtubes with 10 
diameters varying from 44.5-1011 Pm and relative roughness in the range 0.02-4.32% in the Reynolds 11 
number range 29-11644 was performed in this work, using water as working fluid. Experimental 12 
results indicated that early transition occurred when the diameter was smaller than 1000 Pm, the 13 
transitional flow characteristics for smooth microtubes differed from rough microtubes and the friction 14 
factor in turbulent region for rough microtubes was larger than conventional theory. Moreover, a 15 
parameter Į was proposed to describe the characteristic of microtube. The characteristic parameter 16 
was used to calculate the critical Reynolds number and the friction factor in turbulent region for 17 
microscale. 18 
Topical Heading: Transport Phenomena and Fluid Mechanics 19 
Keywords: microfluidic, microtube, liquid flow characteristics, critical Reynolds number, friction 20 
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2 
1 Introduction 1 
Microscale systems have attracted much attention of researchers1-8 and are believed to play an 2 
important role in chemical processes. The fundamental understanding and prediction of the liquid flow 3 
characteristics in microscale are important to control the performance of microfluidic devices. A large 4 
number of experimental investigations focus on liquid flow characteristics in microscale have been 5 
reported and a brief overview of these researches has been presented in the most recent reviews.9-12 As 6 
can be found in these reviews, the liquid flow characteristics in microscale different researchers 7 
observed are inconsistent. Besides, among all the experimental studies,9-12 studies of laminar flow 8 
characteristics are mostly addressed while studies of transitional and turbulent flow characteristics 9 
seem to be in a lack. The fundamental liquid flow characteristics for the whole flow regions in 10 
microscale are still unclear. 11 
The flow characteristics were usually quantitatively analyzed based on the Reynolds number and 12 
friction factor in literature. To understand the liquid flow characteristics, there are four basic questions 13 
to be explored. 1) Whether the friction factor of laminar flow in microscale is still the same as 14 
conventional theory? Will it be affected by the decrease of diameter, increase of roughness or other 15 
factors? 2) Can early transition, which means early departure from laminar flow (lower critical 16 
Reynolds number than conventional theory), be observed in microscale? If the answer is yes, then 17 
what is the cause of early transition? 3) Is there any difference between the transitional flow 18 
characteristic in microscale and that in conventional scale? 4) Whether the friction factor of turbulent 19 
flow in microscale can be predicted by conventional theory. 20 
There are about a hundred references related to microscale flows that have discussed question 21 
3 
one. The most representative ones are listed in this paragraph. Peng et al.13 and Jiang et al.14 found that 1 
smaller channels had lower friction factor (in laminar flow region), while Mala et al.15 reported that as 2 
the Reynolds number increased, a significant positive deviation from the conventional theory was 3 
observed and the deviation increased as the microtube diameter decreased. Some other researchers16-19 4 
also observed higher friction factor (in laminar flow region). However, most recently, researchers20-25 5 
generally agreed that friction factor (in laminar flow region) fitted well with conventional theory 6 
within experimental uncertainties. The details about the references mentioned above are listed in Table 7 
1. 8 
A lot of references mentioned critical Reynolds number in their study though not as much as 9 
those focused on laminar flow. However, fewer references gave specific values of critical Reynolds 10 
number according to different dimensions (such as diameters or roughnesses) of microtubes (or 11 
microchannels) and even limited number of references gave further discussion on critical Reynolds 12 
number. Some researchers26-29 found that the critical Reynolds number was around 1800-2000 and 13 
considered that the same as conventional theory. However, most researchers13,17,18,30-38 thought that 14 
early transition exists. Broadly speaking, there are two views on the cause of early transition. One 15 
view is that the decrease of diameter leads to an occurrence of early transition. Peng et al.13 found that 16 
the laminar flow transition occurred at Reynolds number in the range of 200-700 and the critical 17 
Reynolds number was strongly affected by the hydraulic diameter. Pfund et al.17 also found that the 18 
critical Reynolds number decreased further with decreasing channel depth. However, the critical 19 
Reynolds number values they observed were much larger than the values of 200-700. In some other 20 
studies,34,38 they listed the specific values of critical Reynolds number of each microtube and proposed 21 
4 
the same conclusion as Peng et al.13 and Pfund et al.17 that the smaller the microtube diameter, the 1 
lower the critical Reynolds number. The other view is that the increase of roughness leads to lower 2 
critical Reynolds number in microscale. Tang et al.35 observed that the transition from laminar to 3 
turbulent flow occurred earlier and attributed the result to surface roughness effect. Kandlikar et al.36 4 
also suggested that the laminar to turbulent transition was seen to occur at lower Reynolds number 5 
with an increase in the roughness. In their later work,37 they did more experiments to support their 6 
conclusion. The details about the references mentioned above are listed in Table 2. 7 
Only a few reports discussed the liquid flow characteristic in the transitional flow region. Almost 8 
all the related references are listed in this paragraph. Some researchers28,30,39-42 thought that the 9 
transitional flow region in microscale could be regarded as the same as conventional theory though the 10 
specific Reynolds number ranges of transition flow they observed were different. Some researchers 11 
observed different transtional flow characteristics in microscale as compared with conventional scale 12 
and thought that it was caused by the effect of roughness. Bucci et al.43 found that the smallest 13 
microtube (diameter ȝP) with the highest value of relative roughness (0.87%) showed a ³rough´ 14 
laminar to turbulent flow transition while the other two microtubes showed a ³smooth´ laminar to 15 
turbulent flow transition (³rough´ meant that the friction factor in the transitional region increased 16 
quickly as the Reynolds number increased and ³smooth´ meant that the friction factor in the 17 
transitional region increased slowly as the Reynolds number increased). They attributed this effect to 18 
the increase of surface roughness. Barlak et al.25 noticed ³smooth´ and ³rough´ transition for different 19 
microtubes, too. Some other researchers observed different transtional flow characteristics in 20 
microscale, but thought that it was due to the decrease of diameter. Yang et al.44 found that the 21 
5 
transition Reynolds number varied from 1200 to 3800 and increased with decreasing microtube 1 
diameter. Ghajar et al.38 held the opinion that the Reynolds number range for transition flow became 2 
narrower with the decrease in microtube diameter. Moreover, Ghajar et al.38 observed that further 3 
decrease in the microWXEH GLDPHWHU IURP  WR  ȝP FDXVHG WKH transition Reynolds number 4 
shifting from 3000 to 1700, which was lower than conventional theory. The details about the 5 
references mentioned above are listed in Table 3. 6 
With respect to question four, the number of related references is also limited. Almost all the 7 
related references are listed in this paragraph. Large diversities exist between different references. 8 
Hegab et al.39 observed that the friction factor was lower than that predicted by commonly used 9 
conventional scale correlations45 for flows in the turbulent region. Bucci et al.43 and some other 10 
researchers28,44 found that the friction factor (in turbulent flow region) agreed well with conventional 11 
scale correlations.46,47 However, Celata et al.40 found that the friction factor (in turbulent flow region) 12 
was higher than that predicted by Blasius equation47 but lower than that by the Colebrook equation46 13 
with the experimental value of relative roughness. Agostini et al.26 also found that the friction factor 14 
(in turbulent flow region) was higher than that predicted by Blasius equation.47 Kandlikar et al.36 15 
found that the friction factor (in turbulent flow region) was considerably above the constant value 16 
obtained according to Miller equation.48 Hrnjak and Tu21 found that the friction factor (in turbulent 17 
flow region) followed &KXUFKLOO¶VHTXDWLRQ49 with HDh-1 of about 0.7%, 0.5%, 2.0% and 0.3% for test 18 
section with HDh-1 of 0.16%, 0.14%, 0.35% and 0.29%, respectively. The details about the references 19 
mentioned above are listed in Table 4. 20 
To sum up, these basic questions have not been settled yet and systematical investigation is 21 
6 
needed. While not attempting to answer these questions with surprising new findings, we tried to 1 
review the experimental results in literature, eliminate some confusion by carefully identifying and 2 
controlling experimental methods, systematically and quantitatively answer these questions based on 3 
the experimental data in this work and literature. Circular microtubes were used in this work and 4 
deionized degassed water was used as working fluid. Experiments were carried out to study the 5 
laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow characteristics of water in 20 different microtubes with 6 
Reynolds number ranging from 29-11644, especially focused on the critical Reynolds number and 7 
friction factor in turbulent flow. Flow characteristics in three types namely 316 stainless steel (SS), 8 
poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK), and fused silica (FS) of microtubes with their diameters ranging from 9 
44.5-1011 Pm and roughness (relative roughness) varying from 0.1-5.2 Pm (0.02-4.32%) have been 10 
studied. The major objectives of this work are to conduct accurate measurements in test section and 11 
answer the four basic questions, especially the questions about critical Reynolds number and friction 12 
factor in turbulent flow region, quantitatively. 13 
2 Experimental Setup 14 
2.1 Experimental apparatus 15 
The experimental apparatus was designed to be accurate and versatile, which accommodated the 16 
use of multiple diameters and lengths of tested microtubes. The apparatus consists of two major 17 
components, including pressure system and test section. The overall schematic for the apparatus is 18 
presented in Figure 1. 19 
The pressure system is comprised of a high pressure nitrogen cylinder (Jingong Air Co., Ltd.), a 20 
316 stainless steel buffer tank (max working pressure 6.4 MPa, volume 3 L), a 316 stainless steel fluid 21 
7 
reservoir (max working pressure 6.4 MPa, volume 9 L) and a constant temperature bath (Shanghai 1 
Rongfeng 501A). The liquid is pressurized either by a compressed, inert gas or a pump in literature.50 2 
The high pressure nitrogen cylinder is chosen as the pressure source in this work since it is a stable 3 
pressure source, indissolvable in water, and preferred by researchers.19,24,25,28,30,35,38,41,51-53 The high 4 
purity nitrogen in the high pressure cylinder is pressurized to approximate 17 MPa by the distributor. 5 
Two precise nitrogen regulators are used to control the pressure of nitrogen inlet to the buffer tank 6 
(which is designed for the purpose of providing more stable pressure), one (Shanghai Regulator Co., 7 
Ltd., YQD-6) is capable of providing pressures ranging from 0-1.6 MPa and another one (Linhai 8 
Pressure Gauge Co., Ltd., 370) is capable of providing pressures ranging from 0-6 MPa. A 2 Pm 9 
microfilter (Beijing Xiongchuan Valves Manufacture Co., Ltd., SS-2210-3) is placed before the buffer 10 
tank to make sure that no dust enters the tank. It is possible that the dissolved gas in water will be 11 
released under high pressures and influence the flow characteristics. Thus, the deionized water is 12 
degassed and stored in the air-tight reservoir. The reservoir and test section are connected by a 316 13 
stainless steel tube (inner diameter 3 mm) which is wound into a series of circles and immersed into 14 
the constant temperature bath. The end of the tube (between the constant temperature bath and test 15 
section) is covered with thick thermal insulating foam. As the stable nitrogen is fed into the reservoir, 16 
the water is forced to flow through the constant temperature bath and then enter the test section. 17 
The test section contains the test microtube as well as the equipments which are necessary for the 18 
measurement of inlet and outlet temperatures, pressure drop and mass flow rate. Another 2 Pm 19 
microfilter (Beijing Xiongchuan Valves Manufacture Co., Ltd., SS-223-3) is placed before the test 20 
section to eliminate any particles and break bubbles. Three types of test microtubes are used in this 21 
8 
study, SS microtube (Valco Instruments Co., Inc.), PEEK microtube (Valco Instruments Co., Inc.), 1 
and FS microtube (SGE Analytical Science Pty., Ltd.). The diameters of these microtubes vary from 2 
44.5-1011 Pm. To testify the experimental phenomenon, some microtubes with similar diameters are 3 
used. At the inlet and outlet of the tested microtube, two sumps are fabricated to connect the tube. As 4 
mentioned in our previous work,54 any insertion type measurement methods have an effect on the flow 5 
characteristics in the microtube. It is a difficult task to measure the fluid temperature in a microtube. 6 
Thus, in our work as well as some other studies in the literature,51,55-58 sumps are used to install 7 
thermal resistances and pressure transducer. The detailed structure of the sumps can be found in our 8 
previous work.54 The sumps and test microtubes are covered with thick thermal insulating foam. Two 9 
Pt100 resistance temperature detectors (RTDs, SMWZPM-201) with an accuracy of ±0.1 K are 10 
embedded at the inlet and outlet sumps to measure the inlet and outlet temperatures of the fluid. The 11 
data is acquired from the resistance temperature detectors via a digital acquisition system (Advantech, 12 
USB 4718) and recorded using a computer. The max difference between inlet and outlet temperatures 13 
is less than 1 K. Thus, the average of the inlet and outlet temperatures is used to represent the fluid 14 
temperature just as the literature.33,35,57,59-62 A pressure transducer (Rosemount 2051T) with an 15 
accuracy of 0.075% is embedded at the inlet sump to measure the inlet pressure. Since the outlet 16 
pressure is kept at the atmospheric pressure (the outlet sump is connected to the atmosphere), the inlet 17 
pressure value equals the pressure drop across the microtube. Thus, the value of inlet pressure is used 18 
to represent the pressure drop along the microtube as well as other references.18,57,59,63 Both the 19 
resistance temperature detectors and pressure transducer are calibrated. When the experiment begins, 20 
particular attention is paid to remove air from the whole test section, especially the two sumps 21 
9 
(trapped air will influence the measurement of temperatures and pressures). Then, when the pressure 1 
and temperature values do not change any further, the flow is considered to have reached a steady 2 
state. A conical flask is used to collect the water from the outlet sump for certain minutes or seconds 3 
and an analytical balance (Shanghai Precision Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd., JA5003B) with an 4 
accuracy of 0.001g is used to measure the mass of the collected water. There shows no detectable 5 
evaporation for water during the collecting period, which is consistent with references18,19,30,32,57,59,63-67 6 
that have applied the same method. The ratio of mass to time is the mass flow rate. 7 
2.2 Dimensions of microtubes 8 
There are totally 20 microtubes which have been tested, including 13 SS microtubes (120.3-1011 9 
Pm), 6 PEEK microtubes (44.5-530 Pm), and 1 FS microtube (256 Pm). The details of the dimensions 10 
of all the tested microtubes are listed in Table 5. A vernier caliper with a precision of 0.02 mm is used 11 
to measure the length of microtubes with their length less than or equals 200 mm and a meter ruler 12 
with a precision of 0.5 mm is used to measure the length of microtubes with their length larger than 13 
200 mm. 14 
The precise measurement of microtube diameter is one of the most significant factors that 15 
determine the accuracy of this work. Technically, it is impossible to measure the ³real´ diameter 16 
directly. Researchers adopted different methods to obtain an approximate value of the diameter. 17 
Weight method can be used to obtain the average diameter along the microtube. Yang et al.44 used 18 
weight method for tubes larger than 1.1 mm. They filled mercury into the tube and measured the 19 
weight of the mercury (the weight difference between the tube with mercury inside and the tube) to 20 
obtain the volume of the mercury. Then the average diameter could be obtained according to the 21 
10 
length of tube. There are several factors that contribute to the uncertainty in diameter measurement 1 
with weight method. The most important factor is the fill of mercury. Considering the fact that it is 2 
more difficult to fully fill mercury into smaller microtubes, the weight method may be less accurate 3 
for microtubes with smaller diameter. Besides, the mercury weight and density will also have effect on 4 
the accuracy of diameter measurement. Krishnamoorthy and Ghajar68 (published in 2007) concluded 5 
that almost 15 out of 23 researchers used scanning electron microscope (SEM) method for accurate 6 
diameter measurement. As for the studies reported after 2007, almost all the researchers used SEM 7 
method to measure microtube diameter. SEM method utilizes a scanning electron microscope to 8 
obtain the image of cross section of the microtube (with a known pixel-to-length scale on the image). 9 
Then the SEM measurement software is used to calculate the diameter according to the scale. The 10 
uncertainty in diameter measurement with SEM method is also comprised of several contributions. 11 
First, the SEM itself owns a measurement uncertainty. Then, the diameter obtained through the SEM 12 
method can only represent the diameter of one cross section instead of an average value. The accuracy 13 
of diameter value can be affected if the diameter varies along the microtube. Moreover, there may be 14 
some human bias in the calculation, which is difficult to quantify. Thus, as much as possible 15 
calculations on one image should be performed to diminish the human bias as far as possible. 16 
In our previous work,54,69,70 we have performed experiments (comparison between the diameters 17 
measured by the weight method and SEM method) for microtubes with diameter larger than 250 Pm 18 
to verify that the diameters can be assumed to be uniform along the microtube. Hence, SEM method is 19 
used in this work and only the diameters of both ends of the microtubes are measured in this work, 20 
just the same as some other studies in the literature.59,60,71 A Thermal Field Emission Scanning 21 
11 
Electron Microscope (FEI, SIRION-100) is used to measure the diameters of microtubes. A 1 
verification regulation for analytical scanning electron microscope (JJG Education Office 010-1996) is 2 
acquired to calibrate the SEM using the same SEM acceleration voltage and magnifications as that 3 
used for the diameter measurement of microtubes. The accuracy of the SEM is found to be around 4 
0.5%. All the microtubes are washed in an ultrasonic cleaner before the measurement. The PEEK 5 
microtubes are sputter-coated with gold to be electric and make sure that clear images of diameters are 6 
obtained. Once images of diameters have been captured, the SEM software is used to calculate the 7 
diameter. The diameter images of one end of tested microtubes SS1011 (SS stands for the material of 8 
microtube and 1011 stands for the diameter of microtube, similarly hereinafter), SS523, PEEK530, 9 
and PEEK75.3 are shown in Figure 2 and all the diameter images of both ends of the 20 tested 10 
microtubes are shown in the supporting information Figure S1. Ten calculations of one image are 11 
averaged to minimize the human bias. As can be observed in Table 5, the max deviation of the 12 
diameters for the two ends is 0.9% and the average absolute deviation for all microtubes is 0.3%. Thus, 13 
the average diameter of the two ends (twenty calculations) is calculated to represent the diameter of 14 
the microtube just as other literature.59,60,71 The precision of the diameter values obtained in this work 15 
is around 1.00% considering all the contributions. 16 
An optical profiler (Veeco Instruments Inc., Wyko NT9100, precision ±0.1 Pm) which is capable 17 
of non-contact, three-dimensional measurements is used to measure the surface roughness of 18 
microtubes. Average roughness (Ra) and root mean square roughness (Rq) can be obtained. According 19 
to references,20,21,62,71-73 average roughness (Ra) is chosen to represent the roughness (H) of microtubes. 20 
The microtubes are sanded for the purpose of having their inner surface revealed and then washed in 21 
12 
an ultrasonic cleaner before the measurement. PEEK and FS microtubes can be easily obtained and 1 
are always regarded as smooth microtubes in literature.17,21,27,57,74-76 Thus, only 2 pieces of 6 PEEK 2 
microtubes are chosen to have the roughness measured and measurements are taken from four 3 
different sections of each microtube. The value of the measured roughness of PEEK microtubes is in 4 
the range 0.0-0.2 Pm and is averaged to 0.1 Pm, which is in accordance with the literature value.17,21 5 
For the roughness of FS microtube, literature value27,57,74,75 is in the range 0-70 nm. So the roughness 6 
of FS microtube is rounded to 0.1 Pm in this work. As for the 13 SS microtubes, surface roughnesses 7 
are taken from six different sections of each microtube. The detailed roughness images of every 8 
section of 13 SS and 2 PEEK microtubes are shown in supporting information Figure S2. The average 9 
roughness of each microtube is listed in Table 5 and the roughness images of one section of tested 10 
microtubes SS1011, SS523, SS120.3, and PEEK530, are shown in Figure 3. 11 
2.3 Mathematical formulations 12 
The fluid temperature (T), pressure drop ('P), and mass flow rate (M) are obtained through the 13 
experiment. The density (U) and viscosity (K) of water are calculated according to fluid temperature. 14 
Thus, the Reynolds number (Re) can be calculated as follow 15 
4
Re
M
DSK   (1) 16 
The friction factor (f) can be obtained according to equation 2 17 
2 4
FD
28
S U' P D Df
M L
  (2) 18 
where 'PFD is fully developed flow pressure drop and can be calculated as 19 
13 
FD in D out- - -P P P P P'  ' ' ' '   (3) 1 
where 'Pin is pressure losses due to the abrupt contraction in the inlet, 'PD is pressure losses in 2 
hydrodynamic development flow (unfully developed flow in the entrance part), and 'Pout is pressure 3 
losses due to the abrupt extension in the outlet. 6KL is used to represent the additional pressure losses 4 
as follow18,19,35,41,52,53,55,57-60,77 5 
2
in D out 2 4
8
L
M
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Combining equations 2, 3 and 4, friction factor can be calculated as 7 
2 4
2
( )
8
L
P D D
f K
M L
S U' ¦
  
(5) 8 
where 6KL can be expressed in different ways. Different references18,19,35,41,52,53,55,57-60,77 gave different 9 
expressions of 6KL. For example, Li et al.18,57 suggested that 6KL equaled 2.36, Judy et al.59 pointed 10 
out that 6KL equaled 3.1, and Ergu et al.19 thought that 6KL should be calculated by a complex 11 
expression. Since it is difficult to define a specific value of 6KL, some researchers proposed other 12 
methods to eliminate the additional pressure losses. Researchers17,66,67,72 who used wide channels 13 
placed pressure taps far away from the inlet and outlet for the purpose of measuring the pressure drop 14 
of fully developed flow directly. However, it is difficult for microtubes to copy this method without 15 
disrupting the flow.24,65 Some other researchers15,24,43,64,65 utilized a short and a long microtube method. 16 
Thus, ('Plong - 'Pshort) represents the pressure drop of fully developed flow over the tube length (Llong - 17 
Lshort). However, it is impossible to find a short and a long microtube sharing the exactly same 18 
diameter and surface roughness. Even the microtubes which are bought in a same batch from a same 19 
corporation will not be accurately uniform. In a word, it is impossible to find a perfect method which 20 
14 
could totally eliminate errors. Thus, we choose to follow the most simple and typical 1 
method,35,53,55,58,78 i.e., perform experiments in long enough microtubes to neglect the hydrodynamic 2 
development flow and define that 3 
2
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8
1.5
M
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Thus, equation 5 can be simplified to equation 7 5 
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and Poiseuille number (fRe) can be expressed as 7 
2 4
2
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2.4 Uncertainty analysis 9 
Understanding the experimental uncertainty of calculated Reynolds number (Re), friction factor 10 
(f), and Poiseuille number (fRe) is necessary. According to uncertainty calculation method59,79 and 11 
equations 1, 7 and 8, the uncertainty in Re, f, and fRe can be expressed as 12 
2 2 2 1/2Re [( ) ( ) ( ) ]
Re
M D
M D
G G GK G
K  
  
(9) 13 
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(11) 15 
where GM/M, GK/K, GD/D, G'P/'P, GU/U, and GL/L mean uncertainty in mass flow rate, viscosity, 16 
diameter, pressure drop, density and length. Attempts have been made to reduce the experimental 17 
uncertainty in these items as far as possible. A detailed description of the contributions to the 18 
15 
uncertainty in diameter is given above and the uncertainty is approximately 1%. The uncertainty in 1 
mass flow rate results from the 0.001g uncertainty in mass and human bias in timekeeping, and is 2 
estimated to be less than 0.1%. The uncertainties in viscosity and density result from 0.1-0.5 K 3 
uncertainty in temperature and are estimated to be less than 1% and 0.01%, respectively. The 4 
uncertainty in pressure drop is given by the manufacturer and the uncertainty in length is determined 5 
by the vernier caliper and meter ruler. The details of uncertainty are listed in Table 6. 6 
3 Results and Discussion 7 
3.1 Experimental results 8 
The experimental results of f vs Re relationship (in the log-log plot) for tested microtubes SS1011, 9 
SS523, SS120.3, and PEEK140.5 are shown as representative in Figure 4 (results of all the 20 tested 10 
microtubes are shown in supporting information Figure S3). On the whole, the tendency of f vs Re 11 
relationship for microtubes is approximately the same as conventional sized tubes. In the laminar flow 12 
region (Re < Rec, Rec is the critical Reynolds number), the friction factor decreases linearly with the 13 
increase of Reynolds number (in the log-log plot) and the Poiseuille number keeps constant as 14 
Reynolds number increases. At critical Reynolds number (Re = Rec), a transition from laminar to 15 
turbulent flow starts. After that, f vs Re relationship (in the log-log plot) is not in linear relation 16 
anymore and the Poiseuille number rises with the increase of Reynolds number (Rec < Re < Ret, Ret is 17 
the Reynolds number where turbulent flow begins). Attention should be paid that the critical Reynolds 18 
number is defined as the point that friction factor starts to deviate from the linear portion of f vs Re 19 
plot in laminar flow region, i.e. the point that Poiseuille number begin to rise with the increase of 20 
Reynolds number, in the present work as well as other literature,17,18,33,34,36-38 not the point that friction 21 
16 
factor starts to increase as the increase of Reynolds number. When the Reynolds number becomes 1 
larger (Re > Ret), the friction factor decreases slowly with the increase of Reynolds number. This is 2 
the turbulent flow region. Similarly, the experimental results of other tested microtubes can be divided 3 
into the three regions, the laminar flow region, transitional flow region and turbulent flow region. As 4 
can be observed in Figure 4, for the microtubes with diameter 140.5 Pm, laminar, transitional, and 5 
turbulent flows are studied, while for microtubes with diameter <140.5 Pm, the current experimental 6 
facility and methods limit the experimental Reynolds number to be less than 2280 and only laminar 7 
and beginning of transitinal flows are studied. 8 
A total of 2502 data points (687, 1277 and 538 data points for laminar, transitional, and turbulent 9 
flow, respectively) were obtained over the Reynolds number range 29-11644 (the detailed data which 10 
include density (U) and viscosity (K) of water, mass flow rate (M), pressure drop ('P), Reynolds 11 
number (Re), friction factor (f), and Poiseuille number (fRe) of 2502 data points for all the 20 tested 12 
microtubes are listed in supporting information Tables S1-20). The experimental results as well as 13 
ranges of experimental Reynolds number (Re), ranges of experimental friction factor (f), average 14 
Poiseuille number (fRe) of laminar flow, critical Reynolds number (Rec), and Reynolds number where 15 
turbulent flow begins (Ret) are listed in Table 7. Differences of liquid flow characteristics between 16 
microtubes and conventional sized tubes can be observed from Table 7. The flow characteristics are 17 
discussed in detail in the following passages. 18 
3.2 Laminar flow region 19 
The experimental results of f vs Re relationship of all the tested microtubes in the laminar flow 20 
region are shown in supporting information Figure S3. The experimental friction factor and Reynolds 21 
17 
number have an almost linear trend as predicted by the conventional theory of Hagen-Poiseuille for 1 
the laminar flow. The corresponding enlargement of experimental results of fRe vs Re plot of all the 2 
tested microtubes in laminar flow region are shown in Figure 5. The experimental values of Poiseuille 3 
number are seen to keep constant as Reynolds number increases (in the laminar flow region) within 4 
measurement error. For each tested microtube, the average of all the Poiseuille number in laminar flow 5 
region ((fRe)laminar,ave) is calculated and listed in Table 7. Almost all the laminar flow data nicely lay 6 
next to the average value 64. This finding is in accordance with the recent researches.20-25 Therefore, 7 
conclusion can be made that to the degree of the current experimental uncertainties, the Poiseuille 8 
number values agree well with theoretical predictions (fRe equals the constant 64) for microtubes with 9 
diameters in the range 44.5-1011 Pm and roughness (relative roughness) less than 5.2 Pm (4.32%). 10 
3.3 Critical Reynolds number 11 
Critical Reynolds number is the indicator of the transition from laminar to turbulent flow and the 12 
investigation on critical Reynolds number is meaningful. Researches on critical Reynolds number 13 
goes back to 1883 when Osborne Reynolds found that a laminar flow becomes unstable if the 14 
dimensionless number (which is named after him now) exceeds a certain critical value. However, due 15 
to the complexity of fluid dynamics, his finding still has not been explained satisfactorily by 16 
theory,80,81 and research on the critical Reynolds number mainly relies on experimental results. In this 17 
work, a systematic experimental study of the critical Reynolds number was performed in various 18 
microtubes, the effects of microtube diameter and roughness on critical Reynolds number were also 19 
discussed. 20 
To figure out whether early transition occurs in microtubes and what is the cause of early 21 
18 
transition, the specific value of critical Reynolds number should be first obtained using an appropriate 1 
mathematical method. Unfortunately, most of the references13,18,30-35 did not mention how they 2 
obtained the values of critical Reynolds number. A few references37,38 considered the Reynolds 3 
number where the deviation from the linear portion of the f vs Re in the log-log plot achieved some 4 
certain values, such as 1%37 or 5%,38 as the critical Reynolds number. It seems like that the deviation 5 
criterion is difficult to determine. In that case, a specific definition to calculate critical Reynolds 6 
number was proposed in this work. 7 
Figure 5 shows the experimental results of fRe vs Re relationship in laminar flow region and 8 
beginning of transitional flow region for all the 20 tested microtubes. As can be observed in Figure 5, 9 
the Poiseuille number keeps constant as the increase of Reynolds number in laminar flow region. Then, 10 
the Poiseuille number increases with the increase of Reynolds number when the Reynolds number is 11 
larger than critical Reynolds number. The tendency of fRe vs Re relationship after critical Reynolds 12 
number is different from that before critical Reynolds number. Since the Poiseuille number is a 13 
continuous function of Reynolds number, the critical Reynolds number should be located on the 14 
crossing point of two trend lines. The calculation process of critical Reynolds number of SS1011 is 15 
given as an example (shown in Figure 5). Firstly, the approximate location of the critical Reynolds 16 
number is obtained and it is among 1800-2200 for SS1011 (the deviation of fRe from the Poiseuille 17 
number in laminar flow region 64 is larger than the uncertainty 4.13% among 1800-2200). Secondly, 18 
line 1 (horizontal line: fRe = average value of Poiseuille number in laminar flow region) which 19 
represents the tendency of the data in laminar flow region is obtained. Thirdly, line 2 (a linear 20 
regression line of the data points which are larger than 2200) which represents the tendency of the 21 
19 
beginning of transitional fRe vs Re relationship is obtained. Finally, the crossing point of the two lines 1 
represents the value of critical Reynolds number. The deviation between the linear regression 2 
equations and experimental data is in the range 0.3-1.1% and the AAD was found to be 0.6% for all 3 
the 20 tested microtubes. Thus, considering the uncertainty in experiment and calculation method, the 4 
uncertainty in critical Reynolds number is approximately 2%. 5 
The calculation results, two lines and their crossing point, for all the 20 tested microtubes are also 6 
shown in Figure 5. The specific values of critical Reynolds number are listed in Table 7. We hold the 7 
opinion that it is convenient to adopt a definition of a microtube (or microchannel) as one in which the 8 
diameter (or hydraulic diameter) less than 1000 Pm, which is supported by references.82-86 For the 9 
tested tube with the greatest diameter 1011 Pm (which belongs to conventional scale based on the 10 
definition), the critical Reynolds number value is 2009, which fits well with the critical Reynolds 11 
number value (2000) for conventional sized tube18,26,27,29,30,35,59 within the uncertainty (2%) and also 12 
verifies the validity of this work. For the tested microtube with 776 Pm diameter, the critical Reynolds 13 
number value is 1957 and is a little lower than the value 2000. With the further decrease of microtube 14 
diameters, the values of critical Reynolds number decrease. The critical Reynolds number is in the 15 
range of 302-1957 for microtubes with diameters varing from 44.5-776 Pm. It is obvious that early 16 
transition happened in microtubes. This phenomenon of early transition is also observed by other 17 
literature.13,17,18,30-38 18 
As far as now, there are two viewpoints in literature discussing the factors that may lead to an 19 
early transition. Some researchers13,17,34,38 concluded that the critical Reynolds number decreased with 20 
decreasing diameter, while some other researchers35-37 believed that it was the increase of roughness 21 
20 
led to lower critical Reynolds number. Kandlikar is one of the most representive researchers that 1 
considered the critical Reynolds number affected by roughness. They36,37 proposed equations 12 and 2 
13 based on their own data to calculate the critical Reynolds number. 3 
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where Reh,cf is critical constricted Reynolds number, H is roughness, Dh,cf is constricted hydraulic 6 
diameter, and Re0 is critical Reynolds number for HDh,cf -1 = 0. The average absolute deviation was 7 
found to be 13% for the 27 experimental data points. 8 
However, though equations 12 and 13 work well for Kandlikar¶s36,37 own experimental data, 9 
Zhou and Yao87 pointed out that Kandlikar¶s correlation poorly described other random roughness or 10 
other types of microchannels in literature. To verify whether Kandlikar¶s correlation was applicative, a 11 
careful collection of experimental data, including the related diameter, relative roughness and critical 12 
Reynolds number, was performed in this work. Though a number of references mentioned critical 13 
Reynolds number, there were only limited references13,17,26,29,33,34,38 which gave the specific critical 14 
Reynolds number according to different dimensions of microtubes (or microchannels). References 15 
which did not list specific critical Reynolds number according to corresponding dimensions were not 16 
included in this collection. The specific values of critical Reynolds number together with the relevant 17 
diameter and relative roughness of references are listed in supporting information Table S21, attached 18 
with the detailed description on the methods to obtain the data sets. Experimental critical Reynolds 19 
number in this work and references17,33,34,38 are shown in Figure 6, compared with Kandlikar¶s 20 
21 
correlation (and Kandlikar¶s experimental data). As can be observed in Figure 6, the deviation 1 
between Kandlikar¶s correlation and experimental data sets in this work and references17,33,34 (over 2 
30%) is quite large. Kandlikar mainly focused on the study of microchannels with large roughness (e.g. 3 
17.0 Pm36 and 23.19 Pm37) and large relative roughness (e.g. 14%36 and 28%37) while the roughness 4 
and relative roughness of most of microtubes (or microchannels) used in references13,17,26,29,33,34 and 5 
this work was less than 10 Pm and 5.00%. The roughness may have large effect on critical Reynolds 6 
number when it is quite large. However, the effect of roughness might be tiny when the roughness is 7 
less than 5.00% and that might explain the reason why Kandlikar¶s correlation poorly described other 8 
reference data since Kandlikar¶s correlation is based on the effect of roughness. As also can be 9 
observed in Figure 6, though the critical Reynolds number decreases with the increase of relative 10 
roughness roughly for microtubes with relative roughness larger than 1.00%, the data of microtubes 11 
with relative roughness less than 1.00% (19 data points of critical Reynolds number, including 13 data 12 
points from this work and 6 data points from references,13,17,34 ranging from 302-2200), clearly show 13 
that there seems no obvious relationship between relative roughness and critical Reynolds number. 14 
The reason why the critical Reynolds number decreases with the increase of relative roughness 15 
roughly when relative roughness is larger than 1.00% might be that for most situations, microtubes (or 16 
microchannels) with smaller diameters always have higher relative roughnesses. 17 
Researchers who held the opinion that early transition is caused by the decrease of diameter have 18 
not came up with a relevant equation describing the relationship between critical Reynolds number 19 
and diameter, the quantitative study on the factor that leads to early transition seems to be in a lack. 20 
In our case, for microtubes with diameter less than 1000 Pm, the critical Reynolds number 21 
22 
decreases when the diameter decreases as shown in Figure 7. The critical Reynolds number values of 1 
microtubes with diameters of 523, 526, and 530 Pm (HD-1 0.42, 0.40, and 0.02%) are 1496, 1518, and 2 
1544, respectively. The microtubes with roughnesses (relative roughnesses) varying from 0.1-2.2 Pm 3 
(0.02-0.42%) share similar critical Reynolds number. Similar phenomena were also observed for ~260 4 
and ~121 Pm diameter microtubes. These three data sets clearly stated that for microtubes with 5 
roughness (relative roughness) less than 5.2 Pm (4.32%), the effect of roughness on the critical 6 
Reynolds number is tiny and can be ignored. It is the decrease of diameter that leads to earlier 7 
transition for microtubes with roughness (relative roughness) less than 5.2 Pm (4.32%). 8 
We think that the deviation between experimental critical Reynolds number and conventional 9 
theory (2000) can be described as a function of the deviation between microtube diameter and 1000 10 
Pm (which is usually adopted as the critical point separating microscale and conventional scale82-86). 11 
Thus, a parameter Į was proposed to describe the characteristic of microtube as follow 12 
1000
1000
DD    (14) 13 
where 1000 represents the diameter that separating microscale and conventional scale in Pm, D is the 14 
diameter of tested microtubes in Pm. As can be observed from Figure 7, the experimental critical 15 
Reynolds number decreases slowly with the decrease of microtube diameter when the microtube 16 
diameter is larger than 255 Pm, while the experimental critical Reynolds number decreases much 17 
quicker with the decrease of microtube diameter when the microtube diameter is smaller than 140.5 18 
Pm. So, the characteristic parameter Į was used to calculate the critical Reynolds number for 19 
microscale in the form of segmented function as follows 20 
23 
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where Rec is the critical Reynolds number for microscale, D is diameter of tested microtubes in Pm, 2 
188 Pm is in the range of 140.5-255 Pm and is determined by equations 15(b) and 15(c). 3 
The average absolute deviation (AAD) between the calculated critical Reynolds number (Rec,calc) 4 
which was obtained with equation 15 and experimental critical Reynolds number (Rec) is defined as 5 
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where Np represents the number of data points. The AAD is 1.9% for the 20 experimental data points 7 
in this work, with a max deviation of 8.3%. The new obtained equation 15 is shown in Figure 8(a) 8 
together with the experimental data. The deviation between the experimental critical Reynolds number 9 
and calculated critical Reynolds number which is obtained through equation 15 is shown in Figure 10 
8(b). The new equation 15 is also compared with data points from references (listed in supporting 11 
information Table S21) and shown in Figure 8(a). The new correlations basically agree with the 12 
references.17,26,29,33,34,38 The overall AAD is 5.6% with a max deviation of 23.0% and the detailed 13 
deviations are shown in Figure 8(b). 14 
Since the roughness (relative roughness) of the microtubes used in this work is in the range of 15 
0.1-5.2 Pm (0-4.32%) and the roughness (relative roughness) of the microtubes (or microchannels) 16 
used in references
17,26,29,33,34,38
 is in the range of 0.1-10 Pm (0-3.70%), thus, equations 15(b) and 15(c) 17 
are only for microtubes (or microchannels) with their roughness (relative roughness) smaller than or 18 
24 
equals 10 Pm (4.32%). Fortunately, most commercial available microtubes (or microchannels) own 1 
roughnesses (relative roughnesses) less than 10 Pm (4.32%). The roughness may play a more 2 
important role when roughness is larger than 10 Pm. More researches and data are needed to obtain 3 
more precise and wide applicable correlations. 4 
3.4 Transitional flow region 5 
The values of Reynolds number where turbulent flow begins for each microtube were obtained 6 
using the same method for calculation of critical Reynolds number and are listed in Table 7. It is seen 7 
that there is no evident effect of diameter on the range of transitional region as references38,44 stated. 8 
There is also no apparent quantitative relation between roughness and the range of transitional region. 9 
However, it is observed that ³smooth´ microtubes (SS1011, PEEK530, PEEK260, PEEK140.5, and 10 
FS256, the roughness (relative roughness) of these five microtubes is in the range from 0.1-0.2 Pm 11 
(0.02-0.07%)) tend to enter turbulent region earlier than ³rough´ microtubes (SS776, SS523, SS526, 12 
SS279, SS255, SS263, and SS261, the roughness (relative roughness) of these microtubes is in the 13 
range from 1.8-3.0 Pm (0.23-1.15%)). 14 
The experimental results of f vs Re plots in the transitional flow region (start with Rec and end 15 
with Ret) of the tested microtubes (diameter 140.5 Pm) are shown in Figure 9. It can be observed 16 
from Figure 9 that the friction factor of ³rough´ microtubes tends to keep decreasing as the increase of 17 
Reynolds number for a much longer range than ³smooth´ microtubes. Moreover, it is seen that the 18 
³smooth´ microtubes tend to have a ³smooth´ transition (the friction factor in the transitional region 19 
increases slowly as the Reynolds number increases) and ³rough´ microtubes tend to have a ³rough´ 20 
transition (the friction factor in the transitional region increases quickly as the Reynolds number 21 
25 
increases), which is consistent with the conclusion in literature.43 For microtubes SS523, SS526, 1 
SS279, SS255, SS263, and SS261, a strange phenomenon was observed. As the pressure increases, the 2 
Reynolds number increases under normal circumstances. However, at one certain location, the 3 
Reynolds number decreases and the friction factor jumps to a much larger value. This phenomenon is 4 
only observed in microtubes with roughness (relative roughness) larger than 2.1 Pm (0.40%) and is 5 
thought to be caused by roughness. 6 
3.5 Turbulent flow region 7 
The liquid flow characteristics in turbulent flow are complex even for conventional sized tubes. 8 
Researchers88-92 are still working on proposing theoretical equation to calculate friction factor in 9 
turbulent flow region. People usually use empirical formulas to describe the relationship between 10 
friction factor and Reynolds number. The most accurate and accepted formulas are Prandtl's formula 11 
(equation 17) for smooth pipes, von Karman's formula (equation 18) for the fully rough regime, and 12 
Colebrook and White¶s universal formula (equation 19).93 13 
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16 
Equation 19 contains both equations 17 and 18 as limiting cases. However, equations 17 and 19 are 17 
implicit equations which need to be solved by iteration and is inconvenient. Many explicit equations 18 
have been proposed in the literature. Blasius equation (equation 20) and Moody equation (equation 21) 19 
26 
which are the most simple and classic formulas are chosen to represent the f vs Re relationship of 1 
smooth and ³rough´ (relative roughness in the range of 0-5.00%) conventional sized tubes in this 2 
work. 3 
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The experimental results of f vs Re plots in the turbulent flow region of the tested microtubes 6 
(diameter 140.5 Pm) are shown in Figure 10. Figure 11(a) shows the deviation between the 7 
experimental friction factor (fexp) and the calculated friction factor which is obtained through Blasius 8 
equation (fBlasius). It is observed that the experimental friction factor in the turbulent region of tested 9 
microtubes SS1011, PEEK530, PEEK260, PEEK140.5, and FS256 (234 data points) follows the 10 
prediction of Blasius equation perfectly. The AAD is 1.8% for 234 data points with the maximum 11 
deviation equals 5.0%. The experimental friction factor in the turbulent region of SS776, SS523, 12 
SS526, SS279, SS255, SS263, and SS261 (304 data points) is greater than the prediction of Blasius 13 
equation, with an AAD of 8.4% and a maximum deviation of 19.8% for 304 data points. The 14 
calculated friction factor which is obtained through Moody equation (fMoody) is slightly larger than 15 
fBlasius. As shown in Figure 11(b), the AAD is 2.8% for SS1011, PEEK530, PEEK260, PEEK140.5, 16 
and FS256 (234 data points) with the maximum deviation equals to 7.8%, and 6.4% for SS776, SS523, 17 
SS526, SS279, SS255, SS263, and SS261 (304 data points) with the maximum deviation equals to 18 
19.4%. 19 
It is obvious that Blasius equation can still predict the friction factor for smooth microtubes 20 
27 
(SS1011, PEEK530, PEEK260, PEEK140.5, and FS256, the roughness (relative roughness) of these 1 
five microtubes is in the range from 0.1-0.2 Pm (0.02-0.07%)). However, for rough microtubes 2 
(SS776, SS523, SS526, SS279, SS255, SS263, and SS261, the roughness (relative roughness) of these 3 
seven microtubes is in the range from 1.8-3.0 Pm (0.23-1.15%)), the equations for conventional tubes 4 
do not work well. The friction factor is greater than conventional theory and decreases much slower 5 
than conventional theory as the increase of Reynolds number. Hence, we believe that it is the 6 
enhancement of roughness effect that leads to higher friction factor, the same as also mentioned in 7 
literature.21,36 Some references21,26,36,40 also have observed higher friction factor, but quantitative study 8 
of friction factor (in turbulent flow) in microscale is in a lack. In this work, an extension of Moody 9 
equation is proposed to predict the friction factor in microscale. The parameters of the two items in 10 
Moody equation, HD-1 and Re, are modified with the characteristic parameter Į to better predict the 11 
friction factor of microtubes in turbulent flow region as follows 12 
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The extended Moody equation (equation 22) goes back to Moody equation when D equals 1000 Pm (Į 14 
equals 0). The new obtained equation 22 is shown in Figure 10 together with the experimental results 15 
of f vs Re relationship in turbulent flow region. The deviation between the experimental friction factor 16 
(fexp) and the calculated friction factor which is obtained through the extended Moody equation (fthis 17 
work) is shown in Figure 12. The AAD is 2.4% with a max deviation of 7.8%. The calculated friction 18 
factor obtained through the extended Moody equation (fthis work) presents a good agreement with the 19 
experimental data (fexp). The results show that the extended Moody equation can predict the friction 20 
28 
factor in turbulent flow region (Reynolds number range from 2933-11644) for microtubes with 1 
diameters ranging from 255-776 Pm and roughness (relative roughness) in the range of 1.8-3.0 Pm 2 
(0.23-1.15%) with satisfactory precision. More experiments in microtubes with wide range of 3 
diameters and roughnesses need to be conducted to obtain more applicative correlations. 4 
4 Conclusion 5 
Precise measurements, careful experimental methodology and systematical investigations on 6 
liquid flow characteristics in microtubes were performed in this work, using deionized degassed water 7 
as working fluid. The friction factor and Reynolds number (2502 data points) have been obtained over 8 
a Reynolds number range 29-11644 for 20 tested microtubes in the diameter range 44.5-1011 Pm, and 9 
in the roughness (relative roughness) range of 0.1-5.2 Pm (0.02-4.32%). 10 
The conclusions obtained from this work are as follows. 1) In the laminar flow region, the 11 
experimental values of Poiseuille number of all the 20 tested microtubes agree well with the 12 
conventional theory. There shows no effect of roughness on friction factor (in laminar flow) with 13 
roughness (relative roughness) less than 5.2 Pm (4.32%). 2) The critical Reynolds number of the 14 
tested microtubes with diameters smaller than 1000 Pm is in the range of 302-1957, which means that 15 
early departure from laminar flow happened for these microtubes. The deviation of critical Reynolds 16 
number from conventional theory is found to be caused by the decrease of diameter for microtubes 17 
with roughness (relative roughness) less than 10 Pm (4.32%), considering the data obtained from this 18 
work and references. A parameter Į (equation 14) was proposed to describe the characteristic of 19 
microtube. The characteristic parameter Į was used to calculate the critical Reynolds number and a 20 
new equation (equation 15) was obtained for microscale with an AAD of 1.9%. 3) No apparent 21 
29 
quantitative relation between roughness and the range of transitional region was observed as stated in 1 
some early references. Nevertheless, smooth microtubes (roughness (relative roughness) in the range 2 
0.1-0.2 Pm (0.02-0.07%)) tend to enter turbulent region earlier than rough microtubes (roughness 3 
(relative roughness) in the range 1.8-3.0 Pm (0.23-1.15%)) in general. Moreover, the friction factor in 4 
the transitional region increases slowly as the Reynolds number increases for smooth microtubes, 5 
while the friction factor in the transitional region increases quickly as the Reynolds number increases 6 
for rough microtubes. 4) In the turbulent flow region, the friction factor values of microtubes with 7 
roughness (relative roughness) less than 0.2 Pm (0.07%) agree well with the Blasius equation, with an 8 
AAD of 1.8%, while the friction factor values of microtubes with roughness (relative roughness) in 9 
the range 1.8-3.0 Pm (0.23-1.15%) are much greater than the predictions of Blasius equation or 10 
Moody equation. An extension of Moody equation (equation 22) was proposed with the characteristic 11 
parameter Į to correlate the data of rough microtubes with satisfactory precision (AAD 2.4%). 12 
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Notation 17 
D = diameter, Pm 
Dh = hydraulic diameter, Pm 
Dh,cf = constricted hydraulic diameter, Pm 
Din = inlet diameter, Pm 
Dout = outlet diameter, Pm 
f = friction factor 
fRe = Poiseuille number 
L = length of microtube, m 
30 
Llong = length of the long microtube, m 
Lshort = length of the short microtube, m 
M = mass flow rate, kgs-1 
Np = number of data points 
Ra = average roughness, Pm 
Re = Reynolds number 
Rec = critical Reynolds number 
Rec,calc = calculated critical Reynolds number 
Rec,cf = critical constricted Reynolds number 
Ret = Reynolds number where turbulent flow begins 
Re0 = critical Reynolds number for HDh,cf -1 = 0 
Rq = root mean square roughness, Pm 
T = fluid temperature, ć 
Į = characteristic parameter of microtube 
'P = pressure drop, Pa 
'PD = pressure losses in hydrodynamic development flow, Pa 
'PFD = fully developed flow pressure drop, Pa 
'Pin = pressure losses in the inlet, Pa 
'Plong = pressure drop along the long microtube, Pa 
'Pout = pressure losses in the outlet, Pa 
'Pshort = pressure drop along the short microtube, Pa 
H = roughness, Pm 
K = liquid viscosity, Pas 
U = liquid density, kgm-3 
6KL = coefficient to represent additional pressure losses 
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 27 
Figure 4 The experimental results of friction factor (f) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship for tested 28 
microtubes SS1011, SS523, PEEK140.5, and SS120.3, solid line, Hagen-Poiseuille equation, dash line, 29 
Blasius equation, dash dot line, Moody equation. (SS, PEEK stand for stainless steel and 30 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 31 
 32 
Figure 5 The experimental results of Poiseuille number (fRe) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship in 33 
laminar flow region and beginning of transitional region and calculation results of critical Reynolds 34 
number for all the 20 tested microtubes. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and 35 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube, No 15 36 
and No 17 are the numbers of microtubes listed in Table 5) 37 
 38 
Figure 6 The relationship between critical Reynolds number (Rec) and relative roughness (HDh-1) 39 
based on literature data, Ŷ, Kandlikar,36,37Ɣ, Pfund et al.,17 Ÿ, Zhao and Liu,34 ź, Liu et al.,33 ƹ, Ghajar 40 
et al.,38 and Ƒ, experimental data in this work, solid line, KandlLNDU¶VFRUUHODWLRQ. 41 
37 
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Figure 7 The relationship between critical Reynolds number (Rec) and diameter (D), Ƒ, SS1011, 2 
SS776, PEEK140.5, PEEK102.5, PEEK75.3, PEEK44.5, ż, SS523, SS526, PEEK530, Ƹ, SS279, 3 
SS255, SS263, SS261, PEEK260, FS256, ƺ, SS120.3, SS121.8, SS120.7(No 15), SS120.6, 4 
SS120.7(No 17). (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and poly-ether-ether-ketone, 5 
respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube, No 15 and No 17 are the 6 
numbers of microtubes listed in Table 5) 7 
 8 
Figure 8 (a) The relationship between experimental critical Reynolds number (Rec) and diameter (D), 9 
solid line, equation 15 and (b) relative deviation between experimental critical Reynolds number (Rec) 10 
and calculated critical Reynolds number (Rec,calc) which is obtained through equation 15: Ŷ, this work, 11 
Ɣ, Pfund et al.,17 Ÿ, Agostini et al.,26 ź, Zhao and Liu,34 ƹ, Liu et al.,33 ƾ, Dutkowski,29 +, Ghajar et 12 
al.38 13 
 14 
Figure 9 The experimental results of friction factor (f) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship in 15 
transitional flow region (start with Rec and end with Ret) of the tested microtubes with diameter  16 
140.5 Pm, solid line, Hagen-Poiseuille equation. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, 17 
and poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 18 
 19 
Figure 10 The experimental results of friction factor (f) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship in 20 
turbulent flow region of the tested microtubes with diameter  140.5 Pm, solid line, Hagen-Poiseuille 21 
equation, dash line, Blasius equation, dash dot line, extended Moody equation (equation 22). (SS, FS, 22 
PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number 23 
stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 24 
 25 
Figure 11 The deviation between the experimental friction factor (fexp) and (a) the calculated friction 26 
factor which is obtained through Blasius equation (fBlasius), (b) the calculated friction factor which is 27 
obtained through Moody equation (fMoodyIRUDOOWKHGDWDSRLQWVLQWXUEXOHQWIORZUHJLRQŶ28 
66Ɣ3((.Ÿ, PEEK260, ź, PEEK140.5, ƹ)6Ƒ66ż66Ƹ, SS526, ͪ, 29 
SS279, ۍ, SS255, ۇ, SS263, ڽ, SS261. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and 30 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 31 
 32 
Figure 12 The deviation between the experimental friction factor (fexp) and the calculated friction 33 
factor which is obtained through the extended Moody equation (equation 22) (fthis work) for the 304 data 34 
points in turbulent flow region of rough microtubes, Ƒ66ż66Ƹ, SS526, ͪ, SS279, ۍ, 35 
SS255, ۇ, SS263, ڽ, SS261. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and 36 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 37 
38 
Table 1 Details about Literature on Liquid Flow Friction Factor (of Laminar Flow) in Microscale 1 
Reference Material Geometry 
Test 
fluids 
Dh (Pm) HDh-1 (%) Re (fRe)exp(fRe)the
-1 
(laminar flow) 
Uncertainty in f (%) 
Peng et al.13 SS Rectangle Water 133-343 0.6-1 50-4000 <1 10 
Jiang et al.14 Silicon Trapezoid Water 35-120 <0.4 1-30 <1 - 
Mala et al.15 SS,FS Circular Water 50-254 0.7-3.5 100-2000 >1 9.2 
Stanley et al.16 Aluminum Rectangle Water 56-256 0-0.16 50-10000 >1 - 
Pfund et al.17 Polymide Rectangle Water 253-1900 Smooth 60-3450 >1 
5.4-11.1 
(uncertainty in fRe) 
Li et al.18 SS Circular Water 128.76-179.8 3-4 350-2500 >1 
<10 
(uncertainty in fRe) 
Ergu et al.19 Acrylic Rectangle Water 208 Smooth 100-845 >1 18.77 
Hao et al.20 Silicon Trapezoid Water 237 0.025 50-2800 §1 - 
Hrnjak and Tu21  PVC Rectangle R134a 69.5-304.7 0.14-0.35 112-9180 §1 6.2 
Park and Punch22 Silicon Rectangle Water 106-307 Smooth 69-800 §1 9.2 
Schilder et al.23 Glass Circular Water 600 Smooth 20-1200 §1 - 
Aniskin et al.24 Glass Circular Water 24.5-34.5 Smooth 13-330 §1 - 
Barlak et al.25 SS Circular Water 200-589 - 75-10461 §1 12.92-19.76 
Note: SS, FS stand for stainless steel and fused silica, respectively 2 
39 
Table 2 Details about Literature on Liquid Flow Critical Reynolds Number in Microscale 1 
Reference Material Geometry Test fluids Dh (Pm) HDh-1 (%) Re Early Rec Uncertainty in f (%) 
Agostini et al.26 Aluminum Rectangle R-134a 770-1170 - 500-6500 No 7-15 
Rands et al.27 FS Circular Water 16.6-32.2 0.03-0.04 300-3400 No 
16-29 
(uncertainty in fRe) 
Yang and Lin28 SS Circular Water 123-962 0.15-1.14 150-10000 No 0.2-5.3 
Dutkowski29 SS Circular Water 550-1100 - 30-6500 No - 
Li et al.18 SS Circular Water 128.76 3-4 350-2500 Yes 
<10 
(uncertainty in fRe) 
Hao et al.30 Glass Circular Water 230 0.74 1540-2960 Yes - 
Xu et al.31 Silicon Rectangle Water 30-344 <1 20-4000 Yes <12 
Sharp and Adrian32 Glass Circular Water 50-247 - 20-2900 Yes - 
Liu et al.33 SS Circular Water 168-399 2.7-3.5 100-3000 Yes 7.5 
Peng et al.13 SS Rectangle Water 133-343 0.6-1 50-4000 Yes 10 
Pfund et al.17 Polymide Rectangle Water 253-1900 Smooth 60-3450 Yes 
5.4-11.1 
(uncertainty in fRe) 
Zhao and Liu34 SS,FS Circular Water 168-799 0-8 50-2700 Yes 6.5 
Tang et al.35 SS Circular Water 119-172 4.1-5.9 10.5-1100 Yes 6.3 
Kandlikar et al.36 - Rectangle Water 325-1819 0-14 200-5700 Yes 8.81 
Brackbill and Kandlikar37 - Rectangle Water 198-1084 0-5.18 30-7000 Yes 7.58 
Ghajar et al.38 SS Circular Water 337-2083 1-4 500-7000 Yes - 
Note: SS, FS stand for stainless steel and fused silica, respectively 2 
40 
Table 3 Details about Literature on Liquid Flow Characteristics (of Transitional Flow) in Microscale 1 
Reference Material Geometry 
Test 
fluids 
Dh (Pm) HDh-1 (%) Re Transitional Flow 
Characteristics 
Uncertainty 
in f (%) 
Hegab et al.39 Aluminum Rectangle R-134a 112-210 0.16-0.89 1280-13000 Ret 4000 3-23 
Celata et al.40 SS Circular R114 130 2.65 100-8000 Ret 2480 6-9 
Yang and Lin28 SS Circular Water 123-962 0.15-1.14 150-10000 Ret 3000 0.2-5.3 
Hao et al.30 Glass Circular Water 230 0.74 1540-2960 Ret 2500 - 
Vijayalakshmi et al.41 Silicon Trapezoid Water 60.5-211 0.04-0.18 320-2791 Ret 3500 0.12-5.34 
Elsnab et al.42 Aluminum Rectangle Water 923 0.06 173-4830 Ret 2700 - 
Bucci et al.43 SS Circular Water 172 0.87 100-3600 rough transition 8.36 
Yang et al.44 - Circular 
Water, 
R-134a 
502-4010 - 110-40000 
increases with decreasing 
tube diameters 
4.1-9.0 
Ghajar et al.38 SS Circular Water 337-667 1-4 500-7000 narrower - 
Barlak et al.25 SS Circular Water 200-589 - 75-10461 
smooth and rough 
transition 
12.92-19.76 
Note: SS stands for stainless steel 2 
41 
Table 4 Details about Literature on Liquid Flow Friction Factor (of Turbulent Flow) in Microscale 1 
Reference Material Geometry Test fluids Dh (Pm) HDh-1 (%) Re f (turbulent flow) Uncertainty 
in f (%) 
Hegab et al.39 Aluminum Rectangle R-134a 112-210 0.16-0.89 1280-13000 < Bhati and Shah equation45 3-23 
Bucci et al.43 SS Circular Water 290-520 0.31-0.75 100-6000 §&ROHEURRNFRUUHODWLRQ46 8.36 
Yang et al.44 - Circular Water, R-134a 502-4010 - 110-40000 §Blasius equation47 4.1-9.0 
Yang and Lin28 SS Circular Water 123-962 0.15-1.14 150-10000 §Blasius equation47 0.2-5.3 
Celata et al.40 SS Circular R114 130 2.65 100-8000 
Colebrook equation46>f> 
Blasius equation47 
6-9 
Agostini et al.26 Aluminum Rectangle R-134a 770-1170 - 500-6500 >Blasius equation47 7-15 
Kandlikar et al.36 - Rectangle Water 684-953 7.35-11.08 200-3000 >Miller equation48 8.81 
Hrnjak and Tu21 PVC Rectangle R-134a 104.1-304.7 0.14-0.35 112-9180 > Churchill equation49 4.5-6.3 
Note: SS stands for stainless steel 2 
Bhati and Shah equation:45 
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Table 5 Dimensions of All the Tested Microtubes 1 
No. Material 
Length L 
(mm) 
Inlet Diameter 
Din (Pm) 
Outlet Diameter 
Dout (Pm) 
Diameter D 
(Pm) 
Roughness H 
(Pm) 
Relative Roughness 
HD-1 (%) 
1 SS 1830 1011 1012 1011 0.2 0.02 
2 SS 1000 776 776 776 1.8 0.23 
3 SS 500 523 524 523 2.2 0.42 
4 SS 500 526 526 526 2.1 0.40 
5 PEEK 500 532 529 530 0.1 0.02 
6 SS 200.0 280 279 279 2.5 0.90 
7 SS 200.0 254 255 255 2.7 1.06 
8 SS 200.0 262 263 263 2.6 0.99 
9 SS 200.0 261 261 261 3.0 1.15 
10 PEEK 200.0 261 260 260 0.1 0.04 
11 FS 200.0 257 255 256 0.1a 0.04 
12 PEEK 100.0 141.1 139.9 140.5 0.1b 0.07 
13 SS 100.0 120.4 120.2 120.3 5.2 4.32 
14 SS 100.0 122.0 121.6 121.8 3.3 2.71 
15 SS 100.0 120.7 120.7 120.7 3.5 2.90 
16 SS 100.0 120.6 120.7 120.6 4.5 3.73 
17 SS 100.0 120.4 121.0 120.7 4.0 3.31 
18 PEEK 69.5 102.6 102.3 102.5 0.1b 0.10 
19 PEEK 40.0 75.4 75.1 75.3 0.1b 0.13 
20 PEEK 24.0 43.7 43.3 44.5 0.1b 0.22 
Note: SS, PEEK, and FS stand for stainless steel, poly-ether-ether-ketone, and fused silica, respectively, a the roughness 2 
is decided according to literature values, b the roughness is decided according to the measured roughness values of the 3 
same type (PEEK) of microtubes and literature values.4 
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Table 6 Uncertainty in Measured and Calculated Items 1 
Items GM/M GK/K GD/D G'P/'P GU/U GL/L GRe/Re Gf/f GfRe/fRe 
Uncertainty (%) 0.1 1 1 0.075 0.01 0.1 1.42 5.01 4.13 
 2 
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Table 7 The Detailed Experimental Results Including Ranges of Experimental Reynolds Number Re, 1 
Ranges of Experimental Friction Factor f, Average Poiseuille Number fRe of Laminar Flow, Critical 2 
Reynolds Number Rec, and Reynolds Number Where Turbulent Flow Begins Ret 3 
Tested microtubes Re range f range (fRe)laminar,ave Rec Ret 
SS1011 903-11101 0.0263-0.0705 64 2009 3113 
SS776 1073-11644 0.0265-0.0599 64 1957 2933 
SS523 591-8473 0.0217-0.1093 64 1496 4004 
SS526 748-8645 0.0192-0.0853 64 1518 4052 
PEEK530 404-4759 0.0345-0.1596 64 1544 2553 
SS279 303-5452 0.0251-0.2104 64 1321 3340 
SS255 169-4534 0.0252-0.3746 63 1336 3200 
SS263 167-4646 0.0227-0.3805 63 1331 3455 
SS261 237-4611 0.0211-0.2703 64 1315 4048 
PEEK260 159-4658 0.0343-0.4013 64 1331 2612 
FS256 232-4605 0.0322-0.2770 64 1306 2793 
PEEK140.5 93-3793 0.0357-0.5858 64 939 2595 
SS120.3 132-2041 0.0355-0.4817 64 817 - 
SS121.8 101-2068 0.0358-0.6268 64 849 - 
SS120.7(No 15) 142-2007 0.0369-0.4463 64 836 - 
SS120.6 129-2033 0.0365-0.4937 64 809 - 
SS120.7(No 17) 134-2113 0.0362-0.4761 64 799 - 
PEEK102.5 109-2280 0.0354-0.6927 63 680 - 
PEEK75.3 44-1973 0.0358-1.4476 64 494 - 
PEEK44.5 29-656 0.1024-2.2084 64 302 - 
Note: SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands 4 
for the diameter of tested microtube, No 15 and No 17 are the numbers of microtubes listed in Table 5. 5 
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 1 
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 2 
46 
(a) (b)  1 
(c) (d)  2 
Figure 2 Diameter images of one end of tested microtubes, (a) SS1011, (b) SS523, (c) PEEK530, and 3 
(d) PEEK75.3. (SS, PEEK stand for stainless steel and poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the 4 
number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 5 
47 
(a) 1 
 2 
(b) 3 
 4 
(c) 5 
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 1 
(d) 2 
 3 
Figure 3 Roughness images of one section of tested microtubes (a) SS1011, (b) SS523, (c) PEEK530, 4 
and (d) SS120.3. (SS, PEEK stand for stainless steel and poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the 5 
number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 6 
 7 
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 1 
Figure 4 The experimental results of friction factor (f) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship for tested 2 
microtubes SS1011, SS523, PEEK140.5, and SS120.3, solid line, Hagen-Poiseuille equation, dash line, 3 
Blasius equation, dash dot line, Moody equation. (SS, PEEK stand for stainless steel and 4 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 5 
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 1 
Figure 5 The experimental results of Poiseuille number (fRe) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship in 2 
laminar flow region and beginning of transitional region and calculation results of critical Reynolds 3 
number for all the 20 tested microtubes. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and 4 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube, No 15 5 
and No 17 are the numbers of microtubes listed in Table 5) 6 
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 1 
Figure 6 The relationship between critical Reynolds number (Rec) and relative roughness (HDh-1) 2 
based on literature data, Ŷ, Kandlikar,36,37Ɣ, Pfund et al.,17 Ÿ, Zhao and Liu,34 ź, Liu et al.,33 ƹ, Ghajar 3 
et al.,38 and Ƒ, experimental data in this work, solid line, Kandlikar¶s correlation. 4 
 5 
 6 
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Figure 7 The relationship between critical Reynolds number (Rec) and diameter (D), Ƒ, SS1011, 2 
SS776, PEEK140.5, PEEK102.5, PEEK75.3, PEEK44.5, ż, SS523, SS526, PEEK530, Ƹ, SS279, 3 
SS255, SS263, SS261, PEEK260, FS256, ƺ, SS120.3, SS121.8, SS120.7(No 15), SS120.6, 4 
SS120.7(No 17). (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and poly-ether-ether-ketone, 5 
respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube, No 15 and No 17 are the 6 
numbers of microtubes listed in Table 5) 7 
 8 
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 2 
Figure 8 (a) The relationship between experimental critical Reynolds number (Rec) and diameter (D), 3 
solid line, equation 15 and (b) relative deviation between experimental critical Reynolds number (Rec) 4 
and calculated critical Reynolds number (Rec,calc) which is obtained through equation 15: Ŷ, this work, 5 
Ɣ, Pfund et al.,17 Ÿ, Agostini et al.,26 ź, Zhao and Liu,34 ƹ, Liu et al.,33 ƾ, Dutkowski,29 +, Ghajar et 6 
al.387 
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Figure 9 The experimental results of friction factor (f) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship in 2 
transitional flow region (start with Rec and end with Ret) of the tested microtubes with diameter  3 
140.5 Pm, solid line, Hagen-Poiseuille equation. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, 4 
and poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 5 
 6 
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 1 
Figure 10 The experimental results of friction factor (f) vs Reynolds number (Re) relationship in 2 
turbulent flow region of the tested microtubes with diameter  140.5 Pm, solid line, Hagen-Poiseuille 3 
equation, dash line, Blasius equation, dash dot line, extended Moody equation (equation 22). (SS, FS, 4 
PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number 5 
stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 6 
 7 
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 2 
Figure 11 The deviation between the experimental friction factor (fexp) and (a) the calculated friction 3 
factor which is obtained through Blasius equation (fBlasius), (b) the calculated friction factor which is 4 
obtained through Moody equation (fMoody) for all the 538 data points in turbulent flow regionŶ5 
66Ɣ3((.Ÿ, PEEK260, ź, PEEK140.5, ƹ)6Ƒ66ż66Ƹ, SS526, ͪ, 6 
SS279, ۍ, SS255, ۇ, SS263, ڽ, SS261. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and 7 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 8 
 9 
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Figure 12 The deviation between the experimental friction factor (fexp) and the calculated friction 2 
factor which is obtained through the extended Moody equation (equation 22) (fthis work) for the 304 data 3 
points in turbulent flow region of rough microtubes, Ƒ66ż66Ƹ, SS526, ͪ, SS279, ۍ, 4 
SS255, ۇ, SS263, ڽ, SS261. (SS, FS, PEEK stand for stainless steel, fused silica, and 5 
poly-ether-ether-ketone, respectively, the number stands for the diameter of tested microtube) 6 
